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1 IntrodutionThis tehnial report desribes the status of the roboti soer team ISoRob(RoboCup initiative, mid-size league) as after the EuRoboCup-2000 eventthat took plae from May 28th to June 2nd at Amsterdam, Netherlands.This report fous on the tehnial aspets of the robots, in terms of softwareand hardware.The partiipation of the ISoRob team in RoboCup sienti� events ispart of the SoRob projet running at ISR/IST. This projet goal is the de-sign and development of multi-agent systems and the study of methodologiesfor teamwork among physial robots. The ISoRob team is an appealing ap-pliation of the methodologies disussed in the ontext of the SoRob projet.This report is organized as follows: Setion 2 desribes the underlyingoneptual arhiteture, Setion 3 desribes the robots hardware , Setion 4fous on the software arhiteture, and �nally Setion 5 loses this reportwith some onlusions about the SoRob projet.The referene arhiteture of the SoRob projet is based on the multi-agent arhiteture developed by Alex Drougol [3, 2℄. The soiety of agentsis divided in three layers: Organizational, issues related with the wholesoiety; Relational, issues related with interations among two or moremembers, and whih do not diretly a�et the soiety as a whole; and In-dividual, issues related with individual members. Instantiating this arhi-teture to the roboti soer team, the organizational layer omprises issuessuh as determing the team formation or ating upon the start and end of thegame, the relational layer omprises for instane the oordination preventingtwo robots from approahing the ball at the same time, and the individuallayer, the issues suh as the visual servoing ontrol behind the behavior ofdribbling the ball throughout the �eld.2 Hardware IssuesThe robots are based on Nomadi SuperSout robots equipped with thefollowing items:� Two-wheel di�erential drive;� Sixteen sonar sensors radially distributed around the robot, equallyspaed;� Pentium 233MHz based motherboard (PCM-5862), 64MB of RAM,8GB of hard drive (laptop model), one PCI and one PC104 bus on-netors; 2



� m68k based daughterboard with three-axis motor ontroller, sonar andbumper interfae, and battery level meters;� Two 12V batteries, 18Ah apaity.The following omponents were added to the robot platform:� Ultrak KC7500CP olor 1/3" CCD PAL amera with a Ultrak KL0412DSlens (4mm, F1.2);� Omni-diretional vision assembly (one MiroVideoMVC26C olor CCDamera under a 11m diameter mirror);� Pneumati kiking devie, based on Festo omponents, plus two 0.85lbottles for pressurized air storage (70mm diameter by 220mm length);� Luent WaveLAN/IEEE Turbo 11Mbps (Silver) wireless ethernet mo-dem onneted through a PC104/PCMCIA bridge;� Bt848 based (Zoltrix TVmax) frame grabber board, with a S-VHS anda Composite video inputs.The total weight of eah robot is about 30Kg for the goal-keeper and 35Kgfor the other ones, whih omplies with the RoboCup limit of 80Kg, and itsheight is about 64m whih is below the rule limit of 80m. The footprintof robot omplies with the RoboCup rules, as shown in the next setion.Aording to these rules, there are two geometri restritions imposed at theonvex hull of the robot projetion onto the oor plane, with all atuatorsextended to their maximum reah: the area must not exeed 2025m2, andany single ut must be no longer than 63m.2.1 Robot dimensionsThe goal-keeper robot is physially di�erent from the other robots, hene itsdimensions must be separately alulated.To derive the maximum onvex hull area (Amax) of the �eld robots (i.e.,not the goal-keeper) the following geometrial onsiderations were used:
3
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Figure 1: Diagram showing dimensions used for the onvex hull footprintalulation: the entral irle denotes the SuperSout platform body whilethe struture attahed below denotes the kiking devie fully extended (�eldrobot). Left: �eld robot; right: goal-keeper robot.
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

a = q(L+R)2 + (W=2)2� = artan W2(L+R)� = aros Ra� = 2� � 2�� 2�b = a sin�A1 = �R22A2 = bR2A3 = W (L+R)4Amax = A1 + 2A2 + 2A3
(1)

For the maximum ut derivation Cmax (dashed line in �gure 1, left part), thefollowing formulae an be used:
4



8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
x1 = �W=2y1 = �R � Lx2 = xy2 = pR2 + x2d(x) = q(x2 � x1)2 + (y2 � y1)2Cmax = maxx d(x) (2)

The robot dimensions (�gure 1, at left) are R ' 207mm, W ' 240mm, andL ' 190mm. Therefore,8><>: Amax ' 1992m2 < 2025m2Cmax ' 62:2m < 63m (3)Conerning the goal-keeper, the equations used to derive its area footprintAgkmax are (see �gure 1, at right):8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
A1 = a b+2A2 = � 4�2A3 = �R24Agkmax = A1 + 2A2 + A3 (4)and with respet to the maximum ut derivationCgkmax (dashed line in �gure 1,right part): Cgkmax = max�qa2 + (� Æ)2; � (5)The goal-keeper robot dimensions (�gure 1) are R ' 207mm, a ' 220mm,b ' 510mm,  ' 604mm, and Æ ' 47mm. Therefore,8><>: Agkmax ' 2018m2 < 2025m2Cgkmax ' 60:4m < 63m (6)2.2 Video amerasThe robot ontains two ameras: one plaed slightly behind the front sonarhole (whih was previously displaed), and one in the omni-diretional vision5



assembly. These ameras are alled in this doument front and up ameras,respetively.In order to obtain aurate distane measurements of an objet positionusing the front amera, its inverse projetive geometry was derived. Figure 2shows the notation used in the derivation. The goal is to obtain x and yoordinates (at the oor level) of an objet, given the u and v oordinateson the image plane and the amera intrinsi parameters.
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yFigure 2: Notation used to derive the front amera inverse projetive geom-etry. Left: sideways view, parallel to the oor. Right: up view, orthogonalto the projetion plane and parallel to the wheels axis.The above geometry suggests the following set of triangle similarity rela-tions: 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
ha = bx�a+db = aeea = ufx�d = avf = yzz2 = h2 + x2 (7)

Taking into aount the fat that a2 = h2+ 2, it is straightforward to obtainfrom (7) the desired relations:8>>><>>>: x = h1+(h )uf(h )�ufy = vfsh2 + �h1+(h )uf(h )�uf �2 (8)6



The intrinsi parameters of the amera are ondensed in three onstants: h,f , and . The amera pith was adjusted for a onvenient1  ' 625mm,while the remaining parameters were obtained experimentally by alibration(solving (8) for a set of alibration points2). Note that the image point(u; v) = (0; 0) orresponds to the enter of the image. The relevant mea-surements of objets | the objet distane d and angular deviation � | areeasily obtained from (8): 8><>: d = px2 + y2� = artan2 yx (9)These equation are only valid for points on the oor level. However, theenter-of-mass of the ball in the amera image does not satisfy this on-straint. A orretion fator has to be introdued for this ase (see �gure 3).Moreover, the derivation of this orretion fator an also be used to evaluatethe expeted ball radius in the amera image. This value is used to deidewhether to onsider a given mass of pixels as a ball or just noise.
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Figure 3: Notation used to derive the orretion fator for the ball positionmeasurement.Figure 3 suggests the following geometrial relations:8><>: Dz = wfhxa = D=2xa�xb (10)1The rationale of this adjustment was to have, best visibility of the area lose to therobot, whole �eld visibility, inluding goals, and visibility below the top of the �eld walls.2The alibration points were: three points horizontally entered, at 1=4, 1=2 (enter),and 3=4 vertial positions. 7



Solving (10) for the orreted ball oordinate xb and the expeted ball radiusin the image w, taking z � z + s = qh2 + x2a as a rough estimate (assumings << z), the following expressions an be obtained:8>><>>: xb = �1� D2h�xaw = Dfph2+x2a (11)The omni-diretional vision devie is based on a small video amera,pointing upwards. Above this amera stands a mirror with a ylindrialrevolution pro�le so that the amera image equals an orthographi proje-tion of the points at the oor level (apart from an aÆne transform). Themirror diameter is about 11m. Further details an be found at the end ofSetion 3.2.1 and in [7℄.2.3 Kiker devieThe kiker devie is based on a double-e�et pneumati ylinder with a reg-ulated pressure, fed by two pressurized air bottles. The air ow is ontrolledby an eletro-valve. The air iruit shemati an be found in �gure 4. Theair bottles (d) are externally �lled with pressurized air from (a). The valve() keeps the air from esaping while the robot is not onneted to the ex-ternal ompressor. The pressure regulator (e) feeds the eletro-valve (f) witha onstant pressure, lower than the one in (d), so as to save air pressure.The eletro-valve (f) swithes the pressure between the two air entries of thedouble-e�et ylinder (g). Before eah game (and during the half-time inter-val) the bottles are �lled with about 8 bar of pressure and the regulator isset to about 4 bar. These settings result in an autonomy of roughly 80 kiks.The omponents used in this devie were the following Festo omponents:� Pression regulator (e), ref. LRMA{1/4{QS{8;� Eletro-valve (f), ref. CPE{10{M1H{5L{M7;� Compat ylinder (g), ref. ADVUL{20{50{P{A.2.4 Network infrastrutureEah robot is equipped with a WaveLAN wireless ethernet ard (IEEE 802.11ompliant), rated at 11Mbps maximum transfer throughput. These ards usea diret sequene spread spetrum (QPSK) modulation in the frequeny band2400{2483.5MHz. Sine no aess point was used, the ards were on�gured8
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Figure 4: Kiker devie pneumati iruit: (a) external air ompressor; (b)onnetion soket; () one-way valve; (d) two 0.85l air bottles; (e) manual(onstant) pressure regulator; (f) eletro-valve; (g) double-e�et ylinder.to work in ad-ho mode. These ards use a PCMCIA interfae, therefore aPCMCIA/PC104 bridge was used (Advanteh PCM-3110A).3 Software IssuesThe software arhiteture shares most of the features used in RoboCup-99 [6℄.The arhiteture was revised while some parts were re-implemented reetinglessons from previous experiene.As in RoboCup-99, the CVS3 version management system was used, on-sisting on a software repository on a server mahine, from whih eah robotobtains a working opy. This way, the software development and the dis-tribution of new ode versions among the robots is straightforward. Therepository module is alled euroobup2000.Figure 5 shows a diagram of the urrent software arhiteture. The mod-ules enlosed by the dotted region labeled HAL4 onstitute the infrastrutureon the top of whih the main modules work:Sout | abstrats the Sout robot platform details, providing funtions toaess the motors ontroller, odometry, sonars, bumpers, and batterystatus;Camera | abstrats the BTTV frame grabber driver details, providing an3Conurrent Versions System.4Hardware Abstration Layer. 9
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Figure 5: Software arhiteture: gray arrows denote the main informationow from sensors to e�etors.API5 to allow full-rate vision proessing (through a double-bu�eringtehnique);Blakboard | implements the blakboard, whih is the ommuniationmedium among the arhiteture omponents (intra-robot) as well asbetween physially distint robots (inter-robot);�Agents | implements the �Agents (miro-agents, to distinguish themfrom the robot as a single agent) faility allowing onurrent proessing,abstrating the operating system multi-thread mehanisms;Kiker | interfaes with the kiker hardware;Multiast | abstrats the multiast network ommuniation details;X11 | interfaes with the X Window System (bitmapped display);All the remaining modules are �Agents onstituting the main omponentsof the arhiteture:Vision | all vision proessing is done by this �Agent, multiplexing thetwo video inputs (up and front amera), and providing three modes ofoperation: front amera, up amera, and self-loalization;Guidane | implements three motion ontrol methods: position, veloity,and potential modes;5Appliation Programming Interfae 10



Mahine | implements a set of state mahines whih are responsible forthe robot behavior. Eah state mahine is termed a role. Three roleswere built: attaker, defender, and goal-keeper;Kiker | interfaes the kiker HAL module, providing the temporizationneeded for the atuation of this devie;Proxy | waits for networked blakboard variables hanges (multiast net-work pakets) updating the loal blakboard aordingly;Relay | soket server providing aess to the software arhiteture, namelyblakboard variables aess;Monitor | optional module for text-based remote monitoring;Monitor-X11 | like the above but X11-based (e.g., amera image moni-toring).The following subsetions desribe these modules in more detail.3.1 Hardware Abstration Layer (HAL)The soure �les pre�xed with `hal-' implement these modules.The hal-sout. ontains funtions to aess the Sout robot platform.These funtions are: motor ontrol, in position or veloity mode; odometry,providing a posture state vetor (x; y; �) obtained from the integration of thewheel enoder readings; sonars, providing a vetor ontaining a proximityvalue given by eah sonar, and allowing the user to restrit the ative sonarsto an arbitrary subset; bumpers, indiating whether there was a ollision(ignored beause they were totally unreliable); battery status, providing ahigh/medium/low status report.The hal-amera. implements the interfae to the frame grabber allow-ing hannel swithing between the up and front amera, and individual framegrabbing. This module handles double bu�ering internally to allow full-rateimage proessing.The blakboard (hal-blakboard.) is a entral data struture to thewhole arhiteture, sine all modules depend on it for ommuniations. More-over it also supports the ommuniation among di�erent robots via the net-work. The blakboard is a set of symbol/value bindings. The symbols areASCII strings while values an be of one of the following types: integer (Int),oating point (Float), boolean (Bool), and string (String). The symbolsfollow a hierarhial namespae onvention, where the levels are separated bya dot. For instane, loal.var.mahine.onfig.def.near-ball represents11



a loal (loal) variable (var) related with the mahine �Agent (mahine),ontaining the on�guration parameter onfig of the defender's (def) ideaof a near ball distane (near-ball). The �rst level an be one of: loal forvariables loal to the robot, * for variables global (distributed) to all robots,and n for a variable loal to a spei� robot where n is its ID6. The seondlevel orresponds to the type of the variable: var for a simple binding betweena symbol and a single value, and talk for FIFO-like message queue (not usedyet, but will be neessary for more omplex ooperation mehanisms). Onlythe �rst two levels of the hierarhy have built-in meaning. All other levelsare somewhat arbitrary. However, oherene is essential for ode readability.It was onventioned that the third level orresponds to the �Agent to whiha variable is related to, an optional fourth level onfig orresponds to apre-spei�ed (in the on�guration �les, desribed below) on�guration pa-rameter, and optional fourth/�fth level orresponding to a possible �Agentsub-module (e.g., guidane method), and a �nal level desribes the variable.Every time a variable is set, a timestamp is attahed, to allow detetion ofoutdated values. If the variable is distributed over the network (multiast),the timestamp orresponds to the paket reeption time, with respet to thereeiver's lok, to avoid onfusion due to lok skew among robots. Notethat a brief desription of all variables in the blakboard an be found ina doumentation �le7. When the software is launhed a set of blakboardvariables initial values (on�guration parameters) from the �les onfig.datand onfig-n.dat, by this order, where n is the robot's ID, is read.The �Agent infrastruture is implemented by hal-miroagent. usingthe OS multi-threading support. This module allows reation and destrutionof �Agents and a simple send/reeive signal mehanism. Unless the reeiveris bloked waiting for a signal, any reeived signals are ignored.The hal-kiker. module provides the interfae with the kiking deviehardware. When ordered to kik, it opens the pneumati eletro-valve duringan adjustable time interval (125ms) to provide a both swift and on�dentkik. The pneumati eletro-valve is onneted to the motherboard parallelport, by the means of a high-urrent driver.The hal-multiast. abstrats the details of sending and reeiving mul-tiast pakets over the network. The standardized IP address 224.0.0.1(RFC1112) is used to broadast pakets to all hosts of a physial networkwhih support multiast.Finally, the hal-x11. abstrats the Xlib routines for handling the dis-6Eah robot has a unique ID (environment variable ROBOT ID, set by the root user.shr �le), being 1 for sout1, 2 for sout2 and so on.7Filename Dos/Catalog, with respet to the ode base diretory.12



play of images, namely the ones originating from the vision proessing, withsome debugging info drawn.3.2 �AgentsImplementing the robot software as a soiety of �Agents has demonstratedmany bene�ts, suh as modularity, readability, onurreny, informationpipelining, to name a few. This setion desribes eah �Agent in furtherdetail. But before proeeding it is important to refer the rationale behindthis partiular task division among �Agents.The �rst implementation of the software in 1998 [1, 8℄ was based on abig while (1) loop ontaining most of the entral ode: vision frame grab,image proessing, state mahine, and motor ontroller ommanding. The�rst motivation for the introdution of onurreny was to pipeline the visionproessing with the remaining stages. In other words, the vision proessingshould be kept at the maximum rate (the video full-rate if possible), whilethe other stages are free to use the information provided by vision, at itsrate, or do something else (path planning, inter-robot ommuniation, et.).This priniple eventually proved to be very useful and was further extended.The present software arhiteture ontains eight �Agents (while 2 of themare optionally launhed and are used for debugging and monitoring purposesonly). The following setions desribe eah �Agent in detail.3.2.1 Vision �AgentThis �Agent multiplexes vision proessing among the three image proess-ing methods, and the orresponding video hannel. The multiplexing oderesides in vision.. The provided vision proessing methods are:front | this method uses the front amera to searh for the ball and bothgoals in the image. The results are used to update the orrespond-ing blakboard variables, i.e., loal.var.vision.front.* hierarhy.The projetive geometry derived in Setion 2.2 is used to obtain theobjets relative position to the robot, in world oordinates. The odeontained in this method is strongly based on the vision ode used inprevious ompetitions [8℄. The two ore funtions are findBall() andfindGoal() that alulates the enter of mass of the ball (if any) andgoals (if any), given a spei�ed window and olor thresholds (furtherdetails below);up | this method uses the up amera to �nd the ball. On one hand, the upamera �eld of view is omnidiretional, but on the other hand its range13



is limited in distane: the robot body oludes the mirror view of about1m from the entral robot vertial axis, and the range is about 4.5m.Beause of the mirror geometry (hardware unwrapping) it is trivial toobtain oor objets positions in world oordinates;self | This method also uses the up amera and its purpose is to self-loalize the robot in world oordinates based on �eld landmarks. Sinethe Sout platform provides integrated odometry outputs, this methodis used8 to periodially reset the Sout's odometry integrators.The olor detetion is based on thresholds in HSV spae. The videoframes are aptured in RGB15 format (see the Bt848 datasheet for furtherdetails), where eah pixel oupies two bytes, \big endian"9:�rst byte: � r4 r3 r2 r1 r0 g4 g3seond byte: g2 g1 g0 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0 (12)The red, green, and blue omponents are enoded in �ve bits: R = r4 � � � r0,G = g4 � � � g0, and B = b4 � � � b0. Then, eah pixel is onverted to HSV spae(using a lookup table with 215 = 32768 entries) using [5℄:8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>: H = 8>><>>: G�BmaxfR;G;Bg�minfR;G;Bg if R = max fR;G;Bg,2 + B�RmaxfR;G;Bg�minfR;G;Bg if G = max fR;G;Bg,4 + R�GmaxfR;G;Bg�minfR;G;Bg otherwise.S = maxfR;G;Bg�minfR;G;BgmaxfR;G;BgV = max fR;G;Bg (13)
A olor Ci is de�ned by a tuple of four thresholds:Ci = DH imin; H imax; Simin; V iminE (14)A pixel with olor (H;S; V ) in HSV spae is positively deteted as Ci i�10the following onstraints are satis�ed:8Beause of implementation reasons related with ode integration issues, it was notpossible to get this method working in time for the EuRoboCup-2000 ompetitions.9The omputing jargon term big endian means that the most signi�ant bytes preedesthe least signi�ant one, in ontrast with the opposite little endian. In the early times ofomputing this trivial issue raised a warm debate omparable to the \Gulliver's Travels"Little/Big endian ivilizations [endian℄. However, modern omputers are not yet uniformto this respet, e.g. Intel 80x86, former-DEC Alpha, and ARM CPUs are little endian,while Motorola 680x0, PowerPC, and SPARC are big endian. And to be omplete, MIPSCPUs an atually be either, depending on a status bit.10In this doument \i�" denotes \if and only if."14



8>>>>><>>>>>: H imin � H � H imaxS � SiminV � V imin (15)Figure 15 ontains a diagram showing these thresholds in HSV spae.Note that ylindrial oordinates are used, meaning that the H oordinate isrepresented as the polar angle around the V axis. The rationale behind thisarrangement of thresholds is the following: The human pereptual notionof olor orresponds to the hue (H) omponent, i.e., all olors with thesame hue orresponds to the same pereptual olor sensation and vie-versa.Therefore it is natural to selet a slie of hue values to detet a given olor.On the other hand, pixels with low values of saturation (S) and/or value(V ) are not to be deteted sine they orrespond to olorless pixels and itshue tend to be extremely sensitive to noise. Besides using H imin and H imaxfor olor Ci, experiene suggested that the minimum values of S and V alsodepend on whih olor is to be deteted. Therefore Simin and V imin are alsospei� to a Ci. One reason behind this dependene might be the fat thatthe objets to be deteted often have very di�erent predominant values ofsaturation and value, e.g., the blue goal is seen by the amera muh darkerthan the yellow one. This suggests a dependene between the hue and theother omponents. This dependene is, for instane, explored by the Fisherlinear disriminants [4℄.Given a retangular window in image oordinates, the enter of mass isalulated. The objets positions relative to the robot, in world oordinates,are then alulated using equations (8) and (9). For the speial ase ofthe ball, the expeted ball radius, in image oordinate dimensions, is alsoalulated using equation (10). This value is used to determine whether agiven quantity of deteted pixels are to be onsidered ball or noise. In otherwords, it is a dynami threshold depending on the ball distane. For otherobjets | yellow and blue goals | �xed thresholds for detetion were used.It is important to obtain some additional information about goals otherthan their enter of mass positions. In partiular, it is useful to know thedistane to the nearest point of the goal and the diretion of the most openspae (to diret the kik). These alulations are done projeting the detetedpixels onto both axis. Spei�ally, letting u(x; y) 2 f0; 1g be 1 i� the pixelwith image oordinates (x; y) is positively deteted as belonging to a goalolor, the horizontal ph(x) and vertial pv(y) projetions are de�ned by:
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HminFigure 6: Color thresholds in HSV spae, using ylindrial oordinates.
ph(x) =Xy u(x; y) (16)pv(y) =Xx u(x; y) (17)The nearest point yn is alulated using yn = argminy fpv(y) j pv(y) > Tpgwith a small threshold Tp for noise robustness. The most open spae xo is alittle more ompliated to alulate:8>><>>: xo = argmaxx �Pk ph(k)h(x� k)�h(n) = � 1 if �To � n � To,0 otherwise. (18)The rationale is to apply a low-pass FIR �lter to ph(x), using the non-ausalimpulsive response h(n), and then to extrat the maximum xo oordinate.All these results are posted in the blakboard for usage by other �Agents.16



A detailed desription of the algorithms used by the self-loalizationmethod an be found in [7℄. Briey, this method performs these steps:1. Detetion of green/white transitions, using a strategi sampling of im-age pixels;2. Straight lines extration using the Hough transform;3. Appliation of a ombinatorial algorithm to selet a sub-set of straightlines that satisfy the onstraints of the �eld (right angles, distanesbetween parallel lines, and so on);4. Sampling of pixels where the goals are expeted to be found, in orderto disambiguate between �eld sides11.One the extrated lines are mathed against the knowledge of the geometryof the �eld lines, the robot position is known, apart from whih �eld it is in.This is at last disambiguated by heking the goal olors (step 4).3.2.2 Mahine �AgentThis �Agent is responsible for the robots behavior at several levels. Reallingthe oneptual arhiteture explained in Setion 1, this �Agent implementsall deision-making in these three levels.At the organizational level, the team is at a given time in one of thesemodes (or organizational states):none | idle mode entered when the program starts, where the robot waitsfor an organizational hange of mode (e.g., global post in the blak-board);play | the team is playing the game against a spei�ed goal (blue or yellow);pause | entered to suspend temporarily the playing;setup | the robots move to spei�ed position, usually just before a gamestart;test | test mode to aommodate ad ho debugging of spei� segments ofthe ode.11Note that the �eld is symmetri with respet to the middle line, exept for goal olors.
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Due to lak of time to develop omplementary software, the full power ofthis level was not explored, however the setup/play modes were used whenplaying and the test mode proved a useful tool to isolate ode segments inthis omplex software arhiteture.The relational and individual levels only fully take plae in the play mode.In this mode a robot an take one of several available roles:goalkeeper role (GK) | uses translational movement (orthogonal to the�eld's diretion) to put itself in an appropriate position;attaker role (AT) | runs a state mahine desribed below, spanning theindividual and the relational levels. As to the individual level, it triesto approah the ball and lead it to the opposite goal, possibly kikingit. At the relational level, it implements a basi mehanism to preventtwo robots to approah the ball at the same time;defender role (DF) | similar to the attaker one, but for yet unknownreasons (at least at the time of this writing), unable to work (\segmen-tation fault...");The goal-keeper uses the up amera exlusively to keep trak of the ball,moving along the goal area (in ommon mode, with the wheels axis parallelto the �eld diretion). The vision proessing estimates both the ball positionand veloity. Its role is based on three modes of operation: in the FOLLOWmode it follows the ball position, with respet to its movement axis; in theINTERCEPT mode, it moves to the estimated rossing between the robotmovement axis and the ball trajetory; and in the HOME mode, it moves toa pre-de�ned home position (middle of the goal area) after waiting a ertainamount of time (for the ase of temporary ball olusion). When the ballis not visible or in the opponent's half-�eld, the goal-keeper remains in theHOMEmode, otherwise it swithes between the FOLLOW or INTERCEPT, de-pending on the degree of danger the estimated ball position/veloity presentsto the robot's goal.The state mahine implementing the attaker role is shown in �gure 7.Eah state is briey desribed below:HOME | during this state the robot is performing a trajetory leadingit to the pre-de�ned home position on the �eld, by the means of theET go home() funtion;SHOULD I GO | this state serves the purpose of deiding whether itshould approah the ball, or not, if there is another robot in better18
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Figure 7: State mahine diagram of the attaker role. State names are inaps; the funtion exeuted during that state is shown below its name; thetransition onditions are prediates (or boolean ombinations of them). Forthe sake of larity, transitions to the same state were omitted. In other words,given a state, if no transition ondition is satis�ed, the mahine remains in thesame state. The initial state (APPROACH BALL) is denoted by a double-lineirle the state name.ondition to do so. This deision is based on inter-robot ommunia-tion;APPROACH BALL | while the robot remains in this state, it will ap-proah the ball, visible by the front amera, using the funtionmove lose2ball() to do so;FACE GOAL | in this state the robot performs a trajetory in order to faethe goal, while holding the ball. This trajetory is a irular ar, with adetermined angle (based on urrent posture and opponent goal relativeposition), with both ommon and di�erential mode omponents, inorder to keep hold of the ball; 19



RUN AND KICK | the robot reahes this state when it holds the ballwhile faing the opponent goal. If this goal is near enough, it kiks theball (using the kiking devie desribed in Setion 2.3), otherwise it willpush the ball towards it. This task is aomplished by the funtionspush ball() and kik ball();SEARCH BALL |while in this state, the robot rotates around itself for 360degrees in searh for a ball, using the funtion rotate2find ball();The state transitions depend on a set of prediates (or boolean ombinationsof them):�b() | front found ball(), returns true if the ball is visible by the frontamera;�og() | front found other goal(), returns true if the opponent's goal isvisible by the front amera;fnb() | front near ball(), returns true if the ball is near the robot, i.e.,its distane to the robot is less than a pre-spei�ed threshold (see on-�guration parameters);r(360) | rotated(), returns true if the robot has already rotated 360 de-grees, using the funtion rotate2find ball();rp() | reahed posture(), returns true if the robot already reahed thedesired posture, by the means of the funtion ET go home();kb() | kiked ball(), returns true if the ball was already kiked (by thekiker);sIg() | should I go(), returns true if the robot is the one in better on-dition to approah the ball. This deision is based on the following:eah robot posts to the blakboard (global, network-wide) a value rep-resenting the ost of approahing the ball. This value is (periodially)alulated by the funtion heuristi() equalingh = � dball + k1fother if fball = 1,1000 otherwise. (19)where dball is the estimated ball distane (to the robot), and fball andfother are 1 or 0 depending in whether the prediates front found ball()and front found other goal() are true or false. The parameter k1 <0 weights how muh it is favorable to be already faing the opponent's20



goal. For instane, if robot 1 and robot 2 are equally lose to the ball,if robot 1 is faing the opponent's goal, then it should be the one to ap-proah the ball, while the others stand still. Sine eah robot's value isdistributed over the network, eah robot has aess to everyone's value.The should I go() prediate returns true i� the respetive robot holdsthe minimum value at the moment. Therefore (and apart from networklateny) it is guaranteed that only one robot has a true should I go()prediate, and therefore there are never two robots attempting to ap-proah the ball at the same time. Moreover, not only the deisionproess is instantaneous (no lateny for any query-response ommuni-ation), but also an automatially adjust to hanged �eld situation(e.g., the ball beomes visible to a better positioned robot, that waspreviously unable to see the ball).3.2.3 Guidane �AgentThis �Agent is responsible for interfaing the robot motorization. It providesthree modes of operation:veloity mode | given a veloity referene for eah wheel in the blak-board, these values are passed to the platform motor ontrollers, un-less an obstale is found by the sonars. If this is the ase, the robotmovement is simply halted12 until further notie;position mode | this mode is similar to the previous one, exept that thereferenes are now given with respet to wheel position (this mode wasseldom used);potential �eld mode | this mode ontains the highest degree of sophis-tiation, sine it is based on the well-known priniple of potential �eldsto guide a robot around obstales. Given an initial robot posture anda �nal one (with respet to world oordinates), this mode results in asmooth trajetory, where the robot is attrated by the target positionand repealed by any obstale deteted by the sonars. Additionally, theball is onsidered here as an obstale (repealing), so that this mode isalso able to position itself behind the ball, while not touhing it. How-ever, this mode was not frequently used, sine its present13 slownesswas not ompatible with the ompetitive level of the games.12This behavior is a soure of major headahes, namely during atual games.13Work is underway in order to inrease its average speed.21



3.2.4 Kiker �AgentThis �Agent monitors the blakboard variable mahine.kiker.kik so thatwhen it is true, the kiker devie (Setion 2.3) is ativated.3.2.5 Proxy �AgentThis �Agent listens to a network soket awaiting blakboard messages. Whenone is reeived, its ontents are posted to the loal blakboard. These mes-sages are arried by UDP protool pakets, using multiast addressing. TheUDP port used is 2000 and the multiast address is 224.0.0.1 (permanentgroup of all IP hosts14, in other words broadast).3.2.6 Relay �AgentThe purpose of this �Agent is to provide remote ontrol and monitoringof the software. This �Agent opens a network soket (TCP protool, port2001). When a onnetion is established, the �Agent responds to a set ofommands. The implemented ommands are:REFR | Sets the refresh rate for the wathed variables;ADDW | Adds a variable to wath;DELW | Deletes a variable wath;CLRW | Removes all variable wathes;LSTW | Lists the variables under wath;SETV | Sets a blakboard variable;GETV | Obtains a blakboard variable value;QUIT | Terminates the onnetion;3.2.7 Monitor and Monitor-X11 �AgentsThese two �Agents provide monitoring of the software for debugging pur-poses. The Monitor �Agent prints periodially to the onsole a line of textontaining a set of relevant blakboard variables: the urrent role, the urrentstate, and whether the ball is visible by the up amera. The Monitor-X11�Agent opens a set X windows, eah one showing one vision hannel (i.e.,14Aording to the RFC1112 (Request For Comments).22



amera). The update of eah window depends on whih amera is ative.Furthermore, it draws some debugging information pertaining olor dete-tion, enter of mass, et. Eah one of these two �Agents an be individuallyswithed on/o�.4 ConlusionsFrom the sienti� point of view, the mid-size league of the RoboCup om-petition poses two major hallenges: �rst, the playing is a omplex, dynamiand highly unpreditable environment, and seond, the environment itselfwas not built by a sientist, in the sense that sientists often tend to tailorthe environment in order to show a partiular ability of the artifat (s)he isdemonstrating.One drawbak of these harateristis is that attention is often deviatedto (apparently) minor implementation details, suh as mehanial aspets,illumination, video quality, stable power supply, and so on. However, thepositive side of the sienti� hallenge is worthwhile, besides some oasionalheadahes.One requirement that the robots have to meet, in order to perform insuh environment is that they have to deal simultaneously and oherentlywith a set of heterogeneous sensors and atuators: vision, sonar, motors,kiking devies. Eah one of these devies require a variable amount ofomplexity on the software side. And sine all these software piees have towork together, their integration beomes a very sensitive issue.The development of a soer robot always requires the balane of twoobjetives: the sienti� objetive of a lean design, and the pragmatis ofwinning the games. These goals are not ontraditory, but they are seldomsatis�ed at the same time.If the software arhiteture deserves too muh attention, there is a risk ofdevoting too muh time writing software that does not qualitatively improvethe playing. On the other hand, too muh pragmati programming mayoverlook the fat that some diÆulties are inherent to a poor software design,being virtually impossible to overome it without a software arhiteture re-design.Of ourse it is wise to devote e�ort to reate a good software arhiteture,exible enough to be easily extended to ope with new hallenges, and simpleenough to provide a smooth integration. However, developments at the levelof the arhiteture building bloks must be arefully evaluated.
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